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The tiger and the poo

In the last 150 years the area that tigers live in has shrunk by nearly 95%. Most of this is because
of human activities. Tigers are being forced into smaller and smaller areas, which affects their
chances of survival and makes it more likely that they will come into contact with humans like
Trishna. It is important that we try to find ways of keeping tiger habitat safe, and of making sure
that tigers and humans have their own separate space.

1

Can you colour in this picture of a tiger? Have a look at some of the pictures of tigers around the
Go Wild site so that you can see what colours to use.

2

Why does Anil’s wife Trishna have to go into the forest?

3

What animal is Trishna in danger of coming into contact with in the forest?

3
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4

5

The tiger and the poo

What does the special cooker that WWF helped put into Anil and Trishna’s home, use instead of
wood for fuel?

Have a look on the WWF website wwf.org.uk and see if you can find three human activities that
are affecting tiger habitats:

A.

B.

C.

6

As well as their habitat being made smaller, there are other big threats to tigers from humans. Can
you match the right word to the right gap in the text below, so that you can learn more about tigers?

Asian medicine, poaching, skins, whiskers
The biggest threat to tigers is
used in traditional
including claws, teeth and
also a demand for tiger

. Tiger bones and other body parts are
. Different tiger parts,
, are believed to give good luck. There is
for use in clothing, as decoration.
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The Tiger and the poo

Draw a picture for each part of the story.

1

Anil and his family keep three cows.

3

This is dangerous because there are tigers in the forest.

5

The special cookers use poo to make bio gas which
powers the cooker.

2

Every day his wife Trishna has to go into the forest to
collect wood to use for cooking.

4

WWF help Anil put a special cooker into his home that
uses cow poo as fuel, instead of wood.

6

Now Anil and Trishna don’t have to worry about going
into the forest and disturbing the tigers.

